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boats moored in midstream they were " acquiring merit " by
releasing one by one upon the surface of the placid moonlit
river little floating lamps in honour of the Buddha. In a long
straight line the gentle current bore them—a thousand lamps
and every one a gem of flaming gold. Away downstream the
river changed its course and at the bend the procession of tiny
wicks, each following each, passed out of sight. To the villages
below they carried their message of faith and goodwill, of merit
acquired and the " Eternal Peace," and the children clapped
their hands and tried to count them as they passed.
At Monywa I left the river and took the train to Mandalay.
As the hour of departure was very early and communication
between the steamer and the train could not be assured I asked
permission, and obtained it, to sleep the night in the train. At
dawn, and even before it, the station became pleasantly animated
by the arrival of many Kachin recruits on their way to be enlisted
at Maymyo. Many had never seen a railway before and the
boisterous youths seemed heartily amused at their experiences.
More than one was nearly left behind but agilely boarded the
train not without skill or danger when it had almost left the
platform. They make excellent soldiers, the Kachin tribesmen,
but their countrymen find them on their return to their homes,
after their period of service is concluded, lazy and arrogant, and
maintain that they bring back with them to their villages con-
tagious diseases previously almost unknown. The few hours'
journey from Monywa on the Chindwin river to Sagaing on the
Irrawaddy is over level plains, cultivated wherever irrigation is
possible. The sole landmarks are the dense clumps of trees that
shelter and conceal the villages and the ever-increasing numbers
of pagodas. The train enters Sagaing through a veritable city
of religious buildings, monasteries of fantastic outline but
unpardonably defaced by modern roofs of corrugated iron, and
pagodas of every size and variety, from diminutive and humble
little shrines to immense constructions rising in a pinnacle to
great heights, their tops glistening with crowns of gilded metal
often studded with jewels. From the ferry boat which takes the
traveller across the river from Sagaing to Amarapura the vista
of the river is fascinating, the hills ob either side exhibiting a
display of pagodas in almost countless numbers. Amarapura
itself was the capital of Burma until 1858 when the royal seat was
moved to Mandalay only a few miles distant. Another deserted
capital, Ava, lies a very short distance down the stream. From
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